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for his benefit, in gathering information first-hand, very
often in the same fields where Mr. Frobisher was at wo%.
This brought them often together,—and they were the besi
of comrades, and allies.
Diana's eyes betrayed her curiosity; she seemed to
be asking for clues in a strange world. Marsham ap-
parently felt that nothing could be more agreeable than
to guide her. He began to describe for her the life of
such a woman of the people as Marion Vincent. An orphan
at fourteen, earning her own living from the first; self-
dependent, self-protected; the friend, on perfectly equal
terms, of a group of able men, interested in the same social
ideals as herself; living alone, in contempt of all ordinary
conventions, now in Kensington or Belgravia, and now in a
back street of Stepney, or Poplar, and equally at home and
her own mistress in both; exacting from a rich employer
the full market value of the services she rendered him, and
refusing to accept the smallest gift or favour beyond; a
convinced socialist and champion of the poor, who had
within the past twelve months, to Marsham's knowledge,
refused an offer of marriage from a man of large income,
passionately devoted to her, whom she liked,—mainly, it
was believed, because his wealth was based on sweated
labour;—such was the character sketched by Marsham
for his neighbour in the intermittent conversation, which
was all that Lady Niton allowed him,
Diana listened silently, but inwardly her mind was
full of critical reactions. Was this what Mr. Marsl&m
most admired, his ideal of what a woman should be ?
Was he exalting, exaggerating it a little, by way of anti-
thesis to those old-fashioned surroundings, that unreal
atmosphere, as he would call ifc, in which, for instance, he
had found her—Diana—at BapalJo—under her fathers
influence and bringing up? The notion spurred her
'	as her loyalty to her fathftr. Rh«» w*»« *a

